
 

THE PRECISION with
which we know the con-
stants of nature is one of
the foundations of an in-

dustrial economy. for exam-
ple, we know, and need to
know, the speed of light to
better than six decimal
places, and the distance
from earth to Mars almost
as well. When engineers
consider living organisms,
however, they must face up
to serious uncertainties,
within factors of ten or even
a hundred, about such vital
matters as the health haz-
ards of industrial by-prod-
uct radiation. All of us will
ultimately suffer from inac-
curacies in such calcula-
tions.

Standards must be set as
the basis of engineering de-
sign, from whatever infor-
mation is available. If they
are unrealistically stringent,
they will thwart the devel-
opment of nuclear energy
and we -may stumble in
brownouts and choke in in-
eeasing air @poHution from
burning fossil fuels. Hf the
standards are too lax,
whether from laziness or ex-
ploitation, our own health
and the future of the species
are at stake.

ONE BASIC standard is☝
the Federal Radiation Coun-
cil☂s limit of 170 millirads
per year for the general
population. This exposure to
additional by-product radia-

. tion may be compared with
the 100 millirads from
cosmic rays and natural ra-
dioactivity in which we are
already immersed, and an
average exposure to about
50 millirads per year from
medical X-rays.

Nuclear energy activities
so far, mostly in the form of
strontium-90 fallout from
weapons tests, have ☜used
up☝ less than 10 per cent of
the 170 millirad allowance.
However, we are on the
verge of planning large-
scale expansions of nuclear
energy ovlants and other
uses, and the validity of the
standards is bound to he
crucial to the engineering
and economics of the tech-

nology.

Drs. John W. Gofman and -
Arthur R. Tamplin of the
AEC-supported Lawrenre

Radiation Laborataryat Liv-
ermore. Calif., have sharply
attacked the current stand-
ards in testimony before the

Senate subcommittee on air
and water pollution. Their
main argument is an analy-

sis of various data that have
been collected on the pro-
duction of snec'fic forms of
caneer by radiation.

For each of seseral forms,
the vdoubling dose☝ is ahout
100 rads.That is. each rad of
exposure shouid inerease
the spontaneous frequeney

of eancer by ane per cent of

its existing value, After 30
years of exposure al the
auideline Jevcl the accumu-
fated extra dose would he
5.1 vads, caicuiated ta give a
5 per cent inerease overall

in cancer.

New Catiter Data

Imply Death Error
These figures are proba-

☁bly not very different from

the assumptions that under-

lie the policy guidelines.

The logic of these standards

has unfortunately been con-
taminated, however, by
some unsupportable  opti-
mism that very low doses of
radiation may have a less
than propurtionate hazard,
and that we might be able
to ignore these small penal-
ties. However, as Gofman
and Tagoplin point out, this
5 per cent would add up to
another 16,000.cancer deaths
a year.

WHICH OF these num-
bers is the proper assess-
ment is a basic issue of s0-
cial philosophy that needs to
be examined apart from the
teclinical
surroundit.

In my first reading, I was
tempted to quarrel with the
argument that diseases like
lung cancet could be influ-
enced by additional radia-
tion exposure, for we be-
lieve that this is mainly
caused by cigarette smok-
ing. Nevertheless, we must
take acc .* the probable
intera: ☜-: tiation with
othe☂ eve .ontal pollu-
tants, an? vith variations in
individual susceptibility.
The hardest fact we have

is the natural exposure rate
of 100 millirads. We can ex-

pect to learn more about ra-
diation hazards, and further
news is most likely to be the
discovery of now hidden
dangers rather than the con-
verse, Quite apart from Gof-
man and Tamplin☂s calcula-
tions we would he wise to

arguments that
~

set our guidelines as a small :
percentage of that unavoida-
ble 100 millirads.

Future developments may

loosen these standards in ei-
ther of two wavs. We might
learn how to facilitate the
natural repair of radiation
damage. Or, we may con-
tinue to poison, ourselves so

badly with chemical pollu-
tants that an added dose of
radiation would be Jose in
the smog. or might even he
a happy way out.
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